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Manual abstract:
sAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS. Please unfold the fold-out page with the representation of the measuring tool and leave it unfolded while reading the
operating instructions. Digital Detector Article number Maximum scanning depth*: Ferrous metals Non-ferrous metals (copper) Copper conductors (live)**
Wood Automatic switch-off after approx. * depends on material and size of objects as well as material and condition of structure ** less scanning depth for
wires/conductors that are not "live" Please observe the article number on the type plate of your measuring tool. The trade names of the individual measuring
tools may vary. Pay attention that the polarity is correct, according to the representation on the inside of the battery lid. When the battery indication k in the
display lights up, measuring is possible for approx. 1 h when using alkali-manganese batteries (service life is shorter with rechargeable batteries). When the
battery indication k and the illuminated ring 1 (red) are flashing, measuring is no longer possible and the battery or the rechargeable battery respectively,
must be replaced. B If the measuring tool is not used for a long period of time, the battery must be removed.
The battery can corrode or discharge itself over long periods. Protect the measuring tool against moisture and direct sun irradiation. @@ if required , wipe
the measuring tool dry using a cloth. @@@@@@After a brief self-check, the measuring tool is ready for operation. When the measuring tool is in the metaldetection function, the service readiness is indicated through a check mark behind the "AutoCal" calibration indicator g.
to switch the measuring tool off , press the "on/off" button 7. If none of the measuring tool buttons are pressed for approx. 5 minutes, the measuring tool
switches off automatically in order to extend the service life of the battery. The measuring tool detects objects below the sensor area 9. When the measuring
tool comes close to a metal object, the amplitude in the measuring indicator f increases and when it is moved away, the measuring indicator decreases.
at the position of the maximum amplitude , the metal object is below the centre of the sensor (below the marking hole 2). As long as the measuring tool is
above the metal object, the illuminated ring 1 lights up red and a steady tone sounds. To localise the object precisely, press the "ZOOM" button 4 and keep it
pressed while repeatedly (3x) moving the measuring tool over the object. When very small or deeply embedded metal objects are being detected and the
measuring indicator f does not react, press the "ZOOM" button 4 and keep it pressed while continuing to move the measuring tool over the area. observe only
the zoom measuring indicator e for the scan. If there are any metal inclusions in the material being scanned, then a continuous signal is indicated in the
measuring indicator f. In this case, press the "ZOOM" button 4 and keep it pressed while continuing to move the measuring tool over the area. In order for the
measuring tool to differentiate between the metal types, it must be positioned above the detected metal object (the illuminated ring 1 lights up red). For weak
signals, the indication of the metal type is not possible. In this case, always use the "Zoom" function for the scan.
For steel wire mesh, it is typical that the indicator for magnetic metals h is displayed directly above the rebar; the indicator for non-magnetic metals i is
displayed between the rebars. detecting Wooden Objects When scanning for wooden objects , press the wood-detection button 5. The wood detection indicator
symbol b and the "Zoom" function indicator d are indicated in the display and the arrow below the "Zoom" function indicator d flashes. the "AutoCal"
calibration indicator g and the illuminated ring 1 go out. Position the measuring tool onto the surface being scanned. Then press the "ZOOM" button 4 and
keep it pressed. Now the illuminated ring 1 lights up green, the "AutoCal" calibration indicator g is displayed again, the "Zoom" function indicator d as well
as the arrow below it go out. With the "ZOOM" button 4 pressed, evenly move the measuring tool over the surface without lifting off or changing the applied
pressure. While measuring, the felt pads 8 must always be in contact with the surface. when a wooden object is detected , an amplitude is displayed in the
measuring indicator f.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ g. @@@@@@These ranges can be recognised in the metal detection function.
@@@@@@B On condition of the principle, the measuring values can be impaired through certain ambient conditions. , the proximity of other equipment
that produce strong magnetic or electromagnetic fields, moisture, metallic building materials, foil-laminated insulation materials or conductive wallpaper.
Therefore, please also observe other information sources (e.
g. Construction plans) before drilling, sawing or routing into walls, ceilings or floors. When the signal tone is switched off, the switched-off audio signal
indicator j appears on the display. The signal tone setting is maintained after switching the measuring tool off and on again. marking Objects Detected objects
can be marked as required.
For this, remove the pencil 11 from the measuring tool and carry out the scan as usual. Once you have found the limits or the centre of an object, simply mark
the sought after location through the marking opening 2. "AutoCal" Calibration Indicator When the check mark behind the "AutoCal" calibration indicator g
flashes over a longer period or if it is not displayed anymore, reliable scanning is no longer possible. in this case , send in the measuring tool to an authorised
Bosch after-sales service agent. Exception: In the detecting wooden objects' function, the "AutoCal" calibration indicator g goes out as long as the "ZOOM"
button 4 is not pressed. When the measuring indicator f continuously shows an amplitude even though there is no metal object in the vicinity of the measuring
tool, the measuring tool can be calibrated manually. For this, remove all objects in the vicinity of the measuring tool (including wrist watches or rings of
metal) and hold the measuring tool up in the air. With the measuring tool switched off, press both the "on/off" button 7 and the wood-detection button 5 until
the illuminated ring 1 lights up red and green at the same time. Then release both buttons. When the calibration process was successful, the measuring tool
will start over after a few seconds and is then ready for operation.
Wipe away debris or contamination with a dry, soft cloth. do not use cleaning agents or solvents. In order not to affect the measuring function, decals/stickers
or name plates, especially metal ones, may not be attached in the sensor area 9 on the front or back side of the measuring tool. Do not remove the felt pads 8
on the back side of the measuring tool.
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Replace the felt pads when they are damaged or used. For this, completely remove the felt pads and glue the new felt pads onto the same spots. store and
transport the measuring tool only in the supplied protective case. @@@@@@@@According the European Guideline 2002/96/EC for Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment and its implementation into national right, measuring tools that are no longer usable must be collected separately and disposed of in an
environmentally correct manner. Battery packs/batteries: Do not dispose of battery packs/batteries into household waste, fire or water. battery packs/batteries
should be collected , recycled or disposed of in an environmental-friendly manner.
Only for EC countries: Defective or dead out battery packs/batteries must be recycled according the guideline 91/157/EEC. Batteries no longer suitable for
use can be directly returned at: Great Britain Robert Bosch Ltd. Subject to change without notice. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 a b c d e f g h i j k Lysring
Markeringsöppning Display Knapp "ZOOM" Knapp för sökning av trä Knapp för sökning av metall Till-Från knapp "on/off" Filtglidstycken Sensorområde
Batterifackets lock Blyertspenna för uppmärkning (utdragbar) Spärr på batterifackets lock Utslag för spänningsförande ledningar Symbol för sökning av trä
Symbol för sökning av metall Symbol för "ZOOM" funktion Mätvärdesstapel "ZOOM" Mätvärdesstapel Kalibreringsindikering "AutoCal" Indikering av
magnetiska metaller Indikering av om.
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